PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-1T-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-2T-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-3T-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-4T-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-5T-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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PRODUCT SHEET

Setting the standard for lockers

L-B-P-2TZ-151872
SPECIFICATION:

BASELINE SERIES
Simple, Clean and Robust The Baseline Series by Yu Lockers delivers
exceptional value and performance in the harshest of locker room
environments.
Baseline Series Lockers are made from solid compact Carbon Zero
HPL® or CompactWood®. Lockers are supplied either fully assembled
or flat-packed with our unique "Clic-Fit®" fastening system for fast
on-site distribution and assembly.
Yu Lockers are supplied with chrome hasp and number padlock as
standard. Upgrade options include digital and electronic locks.
Baseline Lockers are shipped as 15" wide x 18" deep x 72" high
(excluding base) as standard. Other sizes are available in a number of
width and depths, including integrated benches.

Standard Features

• Fully waterproof: Guaranteed to withstand the harshest conditions including

exterior weather elements! Unaffected by high levels of moisture or humidity.
• Assembled or Flat-packed: Our proprietary "Click-Fit®" system enable rapid
box assembly without the use of tools. Depending on project conditions, our
flat packed units can be distributed more easily.
• Vented: Individually vented lockers; vented air does not travel through
adjacent lockers. Vents are totally concealed outside and from within the locker.
• Hi-Impact Proof: CompactX2 has an electron-beam cured surface making it
the most scratch proof in the category. Couple that with the incredibly strong
phenolic core, and you have the highest imopact resistance inb any building
board.
• Chemical Resistant: Almost impervious to harsh cleaning chemicals, the
surface can be cleaned with all traditional cleaning fluids without affecting the
performance or appearance.
• Grafﬁti Resistant: Graffiti, even when caused with permanent-marker, can be
easily cleaned from the surface without leaving a trace.

Dimensions: Partially exploded section through showing typical installation method
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